
Processing of flash spectra with Mathematica 



In this presentation we will do a short introduction 
to a new way of processing flash spectra with 
Mathematica,thanks to Pavlos Gaintatzis. 

The idea is to create an artificial continuum based 
on the same flash spectrum. 

Then this  continuum is subtracted from the flash 
spectrum.Later some more processing is done 
in order to detect and time the intesity of 
spectral lines. 



The corona consists of three parts.The K,E and F. 

The F part is caused by reflected sunlight from 
the interplanetary dust. 

The K  part creates the continuum part of the 
flash spectrum.This is caused by Tomson 
scattering and Doppler shift. 

The emission lines originate from the E part and 
this is where we are focusing. 



Some history 

08-Aug-1869 

Charles Augustinus Young 

Willian Harkness 

1876(double line) 

 



Coronium 

There has been a long mystery concerning flash 
spectra. 

In 1869 a green emission line was observed.It 
was not possible to identify it, so scientists 
came up with a new element, the coronium. 

In 1876(as spectrographs with bigger resolution 
and better dispersion were made) it became 
clear that this strange line is double. 

 



  

The first who estimated the wavelength of 
coronium with great accuracy was Lyot. 

The estimation error was minimised thanks to the 
coronograph.Its advantage is the ability  to see 
the Solar corona without having  to wait for total 
solar eclipses to happen. 



Over the years there were suggestions that 
coronium might be: 

 

CaIII 

FeII 

TiII 



1942- mystery solved 

Bengt Edlén(Gold Metal of Royal Astronomical 
Society in 1945)managed to identify the 
electron transmission responsible for the 
emission at 5303A. 

With the end of the coronium mystery a new one 
arose. 

How can the corona be so hot, that FeXIV loses 
13 electrons? 



This is an image  of the Solar corona at 5303Å through a Lyot 
filter shot in 29/March/2006 on Kastellorizo,Greece(The 

continuum has been subtracted) 



This is the Lyot filter constructed by Aristidis 
Voulgaris. 



This is a simple devise used for orientating the spectrum 



Some piece of equipment used in Tianhuanping in 2009.We 
see a single reflection heliostat, a scope adapted on a linear 

plate (driven by a stepper motor and guided by a PC) 
constructed by A. Voulgaris. 

 



Attached to it there is a Schmidt-Pechan prism and then the 
spectrograph. 



The Easter island 2012 expedition team 
Prof. John Hugh Seiradakis(Aristotle Un. Of 

Thessaloniki,Greece,Aristidis Voulgaris and Prof. Thanasis  
Oikonomou(chief NASA scientist, Un.of Chicago) 



There is the need to 

align the images 

add them 

linearize the dispersion 



Just like normal astrophotos there is the need to 
align the spectra. 

This can be done by comparing the solar limb 
with the curvature of the emission lines.That's 
the old way. 



Spectra alignment( the old way) 



Spectra alignment( the old way) 



Drawbacks of the old alignment way 

The lunar disk is moving relatively fast.So the 
precision is not the best one it can be.A new 
method had to be found that would align the 
frames with a better precision. 

That's the phase correlation method based on 
Fourier analysis and introduced by Druckmüller. 



Image alignment(the new way)  

Phase correlation method(4 parameters) 



Phase correlation method 

Subpixel accuracy Not an automatized 
procedure(yet) 



 stacking 

 

 

n is the number of frames 

P
i
 is each frame 

t
i 
 is the exposure time of P

i 



Stacking,division by time 

During totality, frames of different exposures are 
shot.Division by time moves the final stacked 
result to the middle of the time interval. 

 

 



Median stacking 

The median stacking way is used.The sum 
method is not the best option,because under 
and over exposed frames contribute more noise 
than signal to the final stacked result. 



Linearization of the dispersion 

This is the dispersion versus 
wavelength graph for the 
spectrograph used on the 
Easter Island. 

We see that the dispersion is 
not linear,but this can be 
easily fixed. 

 A linear dispersion makes the 
identification of the emission 
lines easier,especially for the 
fainter ones. 



To linearize the dispersion we record the width of 
the spectrum image and we keep fixed the two 
most extreme obvious wavelengths(L

max
 and 

L
min

).Then we make a small cut all along the x-
axis  and divide all the inbetween wavelengths 
by the width of the image. 

 

 

 

 



Linearization of the dispersion 



Line profile of the original flash spectrum 



Artificial continuum 

The continnum is calculated using digital filters in 
Mathematica.We use the fact that the 
continuum is very smooth all over the x-axis.As 
a result the continuum can be calculated with a 
very good precision. 

 



Line profile of the artificial continuum 



Here we see the result after we have subtracted the artificial 
continuum from the flash spectrum.We also see the same 

result, but this time its intesity has been enhlanced. 



These are the line profiles of the two previous photos. 
 
 

Before                                   After 
 



Detection of faint lines 

Now some faint lines are more obvious. 

In the past it would be safe to assume that these 
lines were not present,because they are too 
faint to be seen especially during Solar 
minimum. 



Weak lines detected 

Weak lines like 

Ni XIII (5115.8 Å) 

Ar X(5539.1 Å) 

Ca XV(5694 Å) 

He II(4686 Å, 4685.7 Å, 4685.4 Å) 



Even further the next step is to remove the curvature from the 
spectral lines 



We are focusing on the western limb 



So far we have: 

Linearised the dispersion 

Transformed the elliptical shape to circular 

Transformed the circular to a line segment 

 

 

 

 



The purpose of all these, is to measure the 
intesity and duration of the emission lines. 

 



After this the intesity of a desired region is 
calculated. 

A formula was introduced in 1935 by Cillié and 
Menzel. 



This is the coordinate system the Cillié and Menzel formula is 
based on. 



This formula is directly proportional to the Cillié and Menzel 
one and it is used to measure the intesity of some chosen 
emission lines,along the circumference of the Solar disk 

between specific polar angles. 



Intesity vs duration graph for some elements 
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